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Just Fucking Arrest the LMPD Officers... Who Killed Breonna Taylor Graphic
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Rose City Justice “Defund the Police” Protest Promo Image
Do you need legal support?
If you were arrested while protesting
Ohio NLG Arrest Hotline
When to Call
We Keep Us Safe
We Keep Us Safe
For protestors: defending your protest case
Lawyers Providing Political Criminal Defense
Swipe Right if you Protested in Support of the Movement for Black Lives
What to do if Government Agents Show Up at Your Door
NLG-NYC has confirmed: NYPD & FBI are questioning protestors about political beliefs and associations
NLG-NYC Has CONFIRMED: NYPD & FBI ARE QUESTIONING PROTESTERS ABOUT POLITICAL BELIEFS AND ASSOCIATIONS.
NLG-NYC has CONFIRMED: NYPD & FBI are questioning protesters about political beliefs and associations
You can’t talk yourself out of an arrest but you can talk yourself into a conviction
Listen Up
You can’t talk your way out of an arrest, but you can talk your way into a conviction
NLG-NYC has CONFIRMED: The NYPD & FBI are questioning protestors about political beliefs and associations
What happens after you get arrested? A brief guide for people who are arrested at protests.
You can’t talk your way out of an arrest but you can talk yourself into a conviction
NLG- NYC has CONFIRMED: NYPD & FBI are questioning protesters about political beliefs and associations.
You can’t talk yourself out of an arrest but you can talk yourself into a conviction
Hey! If you believe that the NYPD violated your rights during the recent George Floyd/Black Lives Matter demonstrations June
NLG-NYC Reports: Habeas Corpus has NOT been suspended.
NLG NYC Primer: Arrest Risks and Best Practices
What are some common outcomes?
What are some common charges? A charge is different from a conviction.
Stop Talking Before It's Too Late!!
Monday 6/1
5 Demands for the Movement Against Police Violence
Tuesday 6/2 Updated
#GeorgeFloyd Noise Demonstration 11pm
Thursday 6/4 - Brooklyn
6/1 Evening Curfew Announcement from Governor Cuomo on Facebook
Tuesday 6/2 Updated
Today Wed 6/3
5 Principles of Counterviolence
NYC Noise Demonstration
Thursday 6/4 - Queens
Thursday, 6/4 - Bronx
Staten Island
Tweet - @NYTMetro
Manhattan Thursday 6/4
Signoff - Train Car with “BLM” Spray-painted on side
Come Prepared
Tweet from @NYTMetro - “The Manhattan district attorney said he would not prosecute protestors...”
FTP IV at The Hub
Support Those Directly Affected
Barricade the Back
Mask Crusaders Donation Call
Community Fridge
Get free or get moving
Diversity of Tactics
Do Not Consent to NYPD or FBI Questioning your Politics!
5 Principles of Counterviolence [Duplicate]
Justice for George Floyd, Regis Korchinski-Paquet, Breonna Taylor, Tony McDade, and all victims of Police Killings